accounts of the Jesuit missionaries of the seventeenth century have not helped to clarify this question. On the contrary, the histories of Ethiopia written by these religious men, concerned mostly with Ethiopian space and its missionizing, have tended to create a certain confusion. A first reading of these texts is striking, because in them we perceive a radical change in their perceptions of space from previous representations, based as they were on the legend of Prester John and on the discoveries of the Portuguese. The novelty of these accounts is most likely one of the reasons that modern historians have considered them as Ur-texts, whose information could even be employed to fill the "lacunae" in Ethiopian sources.
However, if these texts were novel in their perception of Ethiopian space, what was their comprehension of Ethiopian politics? Were they not tempted to impose the former representation, that of the "empire" of Prester John, on the Ethiopian political situation of the seventeenth century? And would not native representations of Ethiopian power have actually favored confusing "kingdom" and "empire," thereby creating a gap that historiography has not wished to fill?
In light of European and Ethiopian documentation, which is particularly rich for this period, it is useful to re-interrogate the notions of "empire" and "kingdom," attentive to the borrowings and models used by the sources. But it is equally through a study of a person close to King Susneyos, the räs Se'lä Krestos, and the relations that he maintained with his sovereign, that we can reformulate these notions of "empire" and "kingdom."
THE "KINGDOM OF PRESTER JOHN": AN "EMPIRE"?
The prolonged presence of missionaries in Ethiopia, in contrast with previous visitors, has led historians to give more credence to their descriptions of Ethiopian space and of the configuration of Ethiopian politics. These missionaries did, however, have their own (Oxford, 2000) , claims (at 1) that "our subject is the kingdom or empire -either term may be used and each has some value." One might reasonably object that these studies are not specifically concerned with the political system of Christian Ethiopia in this time. We do not wish to claim their lack of precision as a deficiency, but simply to point out that the problem has been with us for some time. agenda: they were describing a territory that they wanted to evangelize. How, therefore, should we consider the political structure of the "empire" presented in their works?
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The genealogy of European representation of Ethiopian space
When Jesuit missionaries offered a geographical description of the kingdom of Prester John, their spatial reading doubtless had little in common with that given in the Letter of For the Jesuits, geography was an instrument of the mission and was not only a means of knowing distant lands. 4 Jesuit descriptions of Ethiopia spent a lot of time on geography; they were not for the instruction of travelers so much as for long-term residents. They therefore served to train missionaries and to provide the father-general with the information he would need in order to make his decisions. Thus Ignatius of Loyola, in a letter to Father Nobrega in 1553, specified a "book of [geographical] charges" as a means of directing mission work.
In their letters, the missionaries must speak "of the region, of the climate, of degrees, of the customs and of the inhabitants, of their clothing, of their habitations… all this, less for satisfying curiosity, which remains legitimate, than to make decisions in perfect knowledge of the cause."
5
This new attitude, much more noticeable in the missionaries of the seventeenth century than in those of the sixteenth, produced a critique of previous descriptions of Ethiopia. A series of high quality books (six appeared between 1615 and 1640)
articulated new historical tableaux and geographical descriptions. 6 The examination of the exact extent of the kingdom and of the different regions that composed it became a new concern. Paes's geographic descriptions, which were always concerned with precision, notably concerning the locale and the history of a certain "mountain of kings," a place of imprisonment for those of the royal lineage called amba Geshen.
11
Throughout these pages, Paes attempts to disconnect an Aethiopia covering half of the African continent from an historic Ethiopia which he covers himself and which he intends to convert to Roman Catholicism. 12 He constructs a geographic frame sufficient for the realization of the mission. Having done this, he inserts Ethiopian space into a network of historic forces and geographic reference points. In a sense, the relation of (royal) history of Ethiopia before the mission, thanks to the liberal borrowings from ancient Ethiopian chronicles, responds to the description of the space. 13 His enterprise works well with the classification of information, the inventory of places, of the ordering impression" 21 that Amhara and Shoa were the centers of the kingdom.
On the one hand, Amhara was the "heart of empire" and the "cradle of monarchy." 22 Thus in Egypto-Abyssinian correspondence, the Ethiopian negus took the title "king of Amhara." Likewise, among the legends on the mappamundi of Fra Mauro, we read that "the king of Amhara has twenty kings under his dominion." 23 On the other hand, most notably in the account of Alvares, Shoa appeared as a religious and economic center. 24 centuries the center, and as such, the heart of the entire Abyssinian empire." 26 At the end of the eighteenth century, however, the Scottish traveler James Bruce considered Shoa as the heart of the kingdom.
27
But the image of a state governed by a king who sits in a capital, the center of the kingdom and of power, seems to be an emanation of an "ideological vision of space where geography serves the political status of these two regions." 28 Europeans did not seek to understand and to define the political system of the kingdom, and were content to apply to Ethiopia their own definition of "kingdom," after examples to be found in their western political "patrimony." An examination of seventeenth-century missionary descriptions of Ethiopia illustrates this idea.
Insofar as the underlying strategy was the missionary conquest of a particular space, an exhaustive presentation of the political configuration of this space was essential. At the top, the Jesuits discerned an "emperor" (emperador), ruling a collection of "kingdoms" (reynos it was subdivided into 29 provinces (provincias). And in the same letter, in the following paragraph, he indicated that the empire (imperio) was composed of fourteen provinces (provincias). 31 One must, first of all, discover the extent of these fourteen provinces by comparing the description of Paes. But it is interesting to note that there was not, at base, a conflict between the one description and the other. That the lands of Prester John comprised either eighteen or fourteen "provinces" did not mean that the "kingdom" of Godjam itself did not contain 29. We are, quite simply, not dealing with the same type of "province." The Jesuits on the ground were not able to ignore that the space where they maneuvered, and the territories where they were permitted to operate were named in a specific fashion and these names revealed a political organization. All the difficulty resides in the translation, for a European "public," of this complex reality. The term "province" was not always adequate; the missionaries used other labels, notably Would not the Jesuits have created instead a "very temporal emperor" lord of a vast and populous "empire," for whose sake he should become a better Catholic and show the way to his subjects?
The division of the "empire" is the result of the prudence of the "emperor"
delegating to men he trusted -particularly members of his family -the government of its constituent "kingdoms. to wage war on the Oromo, or he would force the inhabitants of a given country to pay tribute, such as inhabitants of Guman who had refused to pay theirs. 36 He waged war, year after year, against various opponents, such as the räs Za-Sellase. 37 The chronicler, following the king on all his adventures, had to describe them as accurately as possible Amhara and Shoa to the east and south). These latter constitute the veritable limits (wasan, ¬enefa) ,, the boundaries between different countries. The territory of the king is the ensemble of these countries where the king, year after year, regularly appeared in order to exercise his power. And the sole means by which we are able to know its extent, before the appearance of missionaries in the seventeenth century, is from these itineraries, and destinations mentioned in them most often.
Indeed, did the kingdom not exist only insofar as the king could traverse it? Was it nothing more than an ephemeral political structure, chronically enfeebled by the return of the rainy season or more simply by the length of the distances to be traversed? The recurrence of itineraries in the Chronicle, far from impressing on the reader the image of a powerful and dominating king, suggest instead the constraints, above all natural ones, which checked the power and authority of the negus. Nevertheless, let us not shortchange his authority too much, for there also exists a coherence to itinerant power, 38 and the Chronicle allows us to observe royal nomadism on two temporal levels: that of the entire reign and that of each year. On the level of the reign, the precision of the source allows us to retrace the successive displacements of the center of gravity of royal power from one point to another. 1 ).
In fig. 1 , we see that the regions that border Lake Tana to the north and to the east appear as the privileged anchor points of royal power. The churches, the camps and even the palace mark out the space: Gännatä Iyäsus in Azäzo 43 and Dänqäz in Dämbya, and also Märtulä Maryam in Godjam, a church rebuilt on the initiative of Susneyos. 44 As in the preceding periods, 45 royal space was circumscribed thanks to the building of a plurality of fixed points, places of the manifestation of royal power. In the camps, the king held his assemblies, received his tribute, and so forth. The churches and monasteries that he founded received the king and his court according to the liturgical calendar. As such, must we deduce that we have here, in the Dambya, the heart of a centralized territory? Are we obliged to affirm that the Ethiopian conception of royal territory is in fact one of a hierarchical relationship between a center and a periphery? Such a conception is in any case absent from the Chronicle of Susneyos, which insisted that power was mobile, not immobile. precise point, usually on high ground, a salient space fit for the royal camp, which was often set on an amba (hill). Katama has equally in common the root hatama, having the sense of engraving, sealing, or marking with a sign, and the root mahtam, 47 designating the royal seal in the chronicles. The katama is thus a sign of the presence of power. When
Qoga became the katama of Susneyos, the chronicler indicated that it was a madina, the place of power of the late King Ya'qob.
48
In contrast to katama, the word te'ynt 49 is used to designate the royal camp of medium-term duration, constructed in the course of the itinerary of the dry season.
Formed from 'ayn, "eye," or the impression produced by a seal, it suggests an idea of rotundity or a closed circle; thus the term designates a tent, the camp, a tabernacle or an assembly. Equally, it indicates a place of the manifestation and exercise of power. Thus at Haguat Wakha, close to Esté, the king held a council with the "grandees of kingdom." 50 In the same way he spent the Sabbath at Zanzanma near the Abbay. 51 The term is not related to katama. Used the most often in its verbal form, it designates more specifically the action of camping than a place, properly speaking. We are well at the "heart" of power in movement.
Finally, the words safara and hadara 52 both designate stops of the royal court for the duration a night or a day, brief encampments during rapid marches or military expeditions.
Neither the conceptions of missionaries, nor those discernable in the Ethiopian
Chronicle, permit us to conclude that an "Empire" or a "kingdom of Prester John" ever existed. The Jesuits, in wishing to create an ideal model, were probably the initiators of this terminological confusion which has confused modern historiography. generalities and to affirm our knowledge of the political system and of its inscription in space, a case study of the relations between the king and one "grandee of the kingdom" seems promising.
THE ITINERARY OF THE "VICEROY" SE'LÄ KRESTOS
The first third of the seventeenth century is a period particularly rich from the point of view of sources. Ethiopian documents tend to make the king the central figure around whom everything was organized: he names his "lieutenants" for each region, and dismisses them at his pleasure, etc. Missionary sources complemented Ethiopian ones in imposing the same centralized vision, but they also reveal, perhaps despite themselves, points of disagreement between the two, throwing into question the whole schema.
The Chronicle of Susneyos imposes a specific vision of history, centered in a very exclusive fashion on the king and his glorious acts. The reconstitution of the itinerary of Se'lä Krestos is unceasingly constrained by numerous "lacunae" and deformations. His journey, according to the Chronicle and missionary documentation, marked the beginning of his career around 1604-07, and attributes to him a series of functions. It appears nevertheless necessary to ask ourselves about the nature of the "cursus honorum" of Se'lä Krestos in these documents.
It is also important to examine more specifically the function that he occupied in Godjam, because the essential argument on which both missionary and Ethiopian documentation dwell is the major role that Se'lä Krestos occupied in the imposition of the The itinerary of Se'lä Krestos manifestly cannot be understood as that of a cursus honorum within a structured "imperial administration." At least it is impossible for us to reconstitute it under this form from the available sources. Until now, we have not discovered Se'lä Krestos as a faithful "governor" or "vice-roy" for his brother Susneyos, but we do see him as an important person within a political system whom the king seemed to reward (at least in a fictitious or symbolic manner in the history) with honorific titles. These gifts should be understood as the conditions of a perennial alliance between the two men.
Se'lä Krestos then went to Godjam. From 1612, 82 he was placed in charge of this region, a post he held until 1627, when he was dismissed. 83 He regained the post in 1629, 84 but lost it again in 1630-31. 85 The documentation for this period is relatively prolix and offers several keys for understanding the situation. 
SE'LÄ KRESTOS, RÄS OF GODJAM
The ascent to power of Se'lä Krestos in Godjam in 1612 coincided with his decision to favor Catholicism. The length and stability of his tenure there allowed him to practice a certain politico-religious strategy. His favoring of Catholicism, combined with the honorific functions attributed by his brother the king bestowed on the räs of Godjam a certain power that the king finally had to face in order to safeguard the mastery of his own royal space.
The Limits of Godjam of Se'lä Krestos
The Chronicle of Susneyos indicates that the king, in naming Se'lä Krestos räs of Godjam, gave the region to him "entirely," as the räs Atnatéwos had held it in his time. 
Godjam and Religious Politics
Godjam appeared as a laboratory for a possible Catholic conquest, and the role of Se'lä Krestos in this enterprise, if we are to believe the missionaries, was considerable. It was around 1612 that Se'lä Krestos decided on a number of measures in favor of the Jesuits.
With his authorization, the fathers were able to found a residence at Qwaläla, several leagues from the camp of the räs at Sarka. Retrospectively, Manuel de Almeida, in his The example of the construction of a Catholic church in Dämbya might serve as an example. At the end of the year 1618, 98 Susneyos authorized the Jesuits to construct a stone church at Old Gorgora. To do this, he gave them land to build it on and promised to finance the work. The missionaries valued the consent of the king as their first "triumph,"
because the building of a stone church in Ethiopian space became the sign of a durable presence, since until that time the Jesuits only used churches of the Ethiopian manner. 99 However, a potential conflict was avoided, since Se'lä Krestos supplied the stones for the building and financed the work himself. All this was done in secret for fear of the king. It was at that moment that Susneyos intervened, appropriating the initiative for the construction of the church. 100 This intervention must be read as an attempt to gain control of initiatives in Dämbya such as the construction of Jesuit churches. In this affair, Began at the end of the fifteenth century or the beginning of the sixteenth, 104 Märtulä
Maryam was finished on the death of Queen Elleni in 1522. 105 The fact that it was built in Queen Elléni died; after her death, the kings who reigned then usurped the property of this church and established there some chawä (corps of troops); they destroyed the tabot of gold, which the queen had once built, of the weight of more than 400 pounds of gold; they carried it and placed it in their house; the edifice was destroyed and the enclosure fell into ruin, and since there was no good and pious king who could rebuild it; on the contrary, it was destroyed anew with each new ruler, until the reign of this king, a friend of God and of his mother, the Virgin of body and spirit. We have wished to show at what point it was important to question the illusion created by the phraseology of power articulated both in the royal chronicles and by missionary literature. At the end of this study, we would like to propose several openings, or hypotheses, useful (we hope) for future research. More than an all-powerful king, we would prefer a king in constant negotiation with different local powers. The political space of the kingdom, the royal territory, was organized according to distinctive methods.
The different spaces, in relation to the king, each played a specific role at the interior of an organized system. Thus, the kings entered into matrimonial alliances in order to ally themselves politically with certain potentates; the king granted them land, in the same way he granted land to churches and monasteries in order to integrate them into his network of clients and allies; he imposed equally his tribute on those he vanquished; he maintained relations more or less conflicted with the areas he did not rule; he had to reconcile himself to the settlement of the Oromo "in" his kingdom, etc. This list could be extended and we see that the avenues of investigation are numerous. Also, it is important to return to the idea, often implicitly admitted, of the existence of a limes of the kingdom, 
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